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Household Cleaning

Application

Ez-clean can be used as a multi-purpose cleaner. It is made of live
bioenzymes and should not be used with anti-microbial products or it will die
off and be ineffective. All that is required is moisture and time to do it’s work.
Walk away and leave it to dry in place, rinsing is not required.

Ez-clean does more than simply mask odors, it eliminates them without
harsh chemicals. There are MANY ways you can use ez-clean around the
house. A few are outlined below.

Application of ez-clean

Removes Smells (garbage cans, fridges, freezers, plastic containers,
garburators, toilets, etc.):

 Simply spray or pour full strength ez-clean and leave to dry in place.

Sanitizes Dishwashers :

 Pour 1-2 ounces of ez-clean in the bottom of the dishwasher. Run
while empty without soap.

Tile Grout :

 Use either full strength or dilute 1:10 to use on grout. Soak it, then
leave to dry.

Front Load Washing Machines :

 Spray the inside door rim to remove smells from trapped fluid and
items left in the seal. Leave to dry.

Floors :

 Dilute up to 1:64 in a mop bucket, leave to dry.

The possibilities are endless!

Additional Information

 Smoke or strong cooking odors are easily removed by spraying ez-clean
into the air once a day!

♦ safe for immediate contact ♦ non toxic ♦12 billion bacteria per liter (quart)

ez-clean uses

 dog run and kennels
 decks
 fences
 barns
 stock trailers
 vehicles
 mattress stains
 medical scrubs
 organic carpet stains
 organic upholstery

stains
 garbage cans
 sport equipment
 mildew smell
 smoke smell
 skunk smell
 RV vehicle toilets
 septic tanks
 washing machine

Works On
 concrete
 wood
 metal
 rubber mats
 real grass
 synthetic grass
 bark mulch
 gravel
 hard wood
 vinyl floors
 carpet
 upholstery
 clothing


